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Cyber, Physical, and Insider Threat Questions for Electronic Pollbooks 

Cyber Questions 

4 Which of the following does an Election Judge use to properly sign into an Electronic Pollbook? 

6 What are the signs that the Electronic Pollbook is malfunctioning? 

17 When the polls close, to whom is the compact flash card given? 

Physical Questions 

3 When checking-in a voter, which of the following should exactly match the information provided by the 
voter? 

5 How does the Board of Elections verify that the correct Electronic Pollbooks were delivered to the correct 
locations? 

7 What should you do when you leave your pollbook station? 

9 What part of the Electronic Pollbook must the Chief Judge collect when closing the polls? 

14 Who could tamper with equipment? 

15 Which of the following is an example of a physical threat? 

16 What needs to be checked on the pollbook for tampering? 

Insider Questions 

8 When an observer questions a voter's identity, what are you to do? 

10 Where can voters and Election Judges use cell phones? 

11 To whom should suspicious behavior be reported? 

12 When should an Election Judge be alerted to prevent insider threats? 

13 Which of the following is a potential insider threat? 
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Cyber, Physical, and Insider Threat Questions for Provisional Voting 

Cyber Questions 

3 In provisional voting, which kind of threat is least likely to occur? 

Physical Questions 

4 How do voters who cast their vote via Provisional Voting submit their ballots? 

5 Who is in charge of setting up the Provisional Voting table? 

6 What materials should be on the Provisional Voting table? 

7 What should you do if the Provisional Voting Bag is damaged? 

9 What is one reason that Provisional Judges must use the Provisional Judge Log? 

11 Who verifies that the total number of Voter Authority Cards is equal to the number of Provisional Voting 
Ballots? 

13 By what time should the polling place be prepared and secure on Election Day? 

14 Which of the following denotes a problem with the Provisional Ballot Bag? 

16 Where do Provisional Ballots go once they are completed? 

Insider Questions 

8 After visiting check-in, what happens if a voter does not have a Voter Authority Card (VAC)? 

10 What should you, as a Provisional Judge, do if a voter makes a mistake on their Provisional Voting 
Ballot? 

12 To whom should you report negligent Election Judges? 

15 Which of the following is an example of insider threat? 

17 Provisional Voting is used to allow citizens to vote before verifying which of the following? 
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Cyber, Physical, and Insider Threat Questions for the Scanning Unit 

Cyber Questions 

5 When a voter attempts to submit a ballot and the scanning unit produces an error message, who or what 
will give you direction on how to solve the issue? 

8 How must the Scanning Unit be connected to power? 

13 Who may connect electronic devices to the Scanning Unit? 

14 When the polling place is open, when can the Scanning Unit be turned off? 

Physical Questions 

3 Where must be ballot transfer bin remain while the polls are open? 

7 When powering off the Scanning Unit, how many copies of the "Results Report" will print? 

9 Other than the ballot transfer bin, what item regarding the Scanning Unit must the Chief Judge account 
when closing the polls? 

10 When may an Election Judge leave the Scanning Unit unmonitored? 

11 What needs to be done when the ballot transfer bin is removed? 

15 When setting up the Scanning Unit, how should the emergency ballot compartment door be secured? 

16 How many people should help set up the Scanning Unit? 

Insider Questions 

4 When may an Election Judge handle a voter's ballot? 

6 As a Scanning Unit Election Judge, how will you know the voter has been through all the necessary 
checkpoints and is ready to submit their ballot? 

12 At least how many Election Judges must be present at the Scanning Unit? 

17 How far away should an Election Judge stand from the Scanning Unit? 
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Demographics Questions 

Demographics 

1 This question displayed the consent letter, as reviewed by the IRB. 

2 Please enter your participant number. 

3 With which gender do you identify? 

4 In what age group / generation do you identify? 

5 What is the highest level of education that you have completed? 

6 Do you feel comfortable speaking, reading, and writing the English language? 

7 Are you registered to vote in the United States? 

8 If yes (#7), in what state, district, or territory are you registered?   

9 Have you previously served as an Election Judge? 

10 If yes (#9), in what county or counties have you served? 

11 If yes (#9), for how many years have you served as an Election Judge? 

12 Are you interested in serving as an Election Judge in the future? 

13 Please indicate your level of comfort with using desktop or laptop computers. 

14 Which of the following best describes your current work position? 

15 Have you previously heard of the potential for cyber, physical, and/or human threats to elections? 
 

 


